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Project partners

1. IKEM - Institute for Climate protection, Energy and Mobility

2. Latvian Association for Local and Regional Governments

3. Polish Wind Energy Association 

4. German Offshore Wind Energy Foundation

5. Energy Agency of Southern Sweden

6. Lithuanian Energy Agency



OWE in BSR: Cusp of acceleration





Mission

To foster a transnational green,
integrated energy system in the Baltic
Sea region, with offshore wind and
green hydrogen at its core.
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Infographic OWE & H2 roadmap

Infographic report outlining policy, grid,
and planning towards transnational
OWE and green H2 development (2024)



Mission

To foster a transnational green,
integrated energy system in the Baltic
Sea region, with offshore wind and
green hydrogen at its core.

Infographic OWE & H2 roadmap

Infographic report outlining policy, grid,
and planning towards regional OWE
and green H2 development (2024)

Events & network

Four real-life and two online events
to foster exchange and build a
regional OWE and H2 network
(ongoing)



BOWE2H event timeline

Feb 
2023

Kick-off event (digital)

Overview of OWE and H2 in the 
BSR, national insights, BEMIP 
vision, policy, grid perspective, 
green H2 and green fuels. May 

2023

National event: Germany

German OWE + H2 policy and 
targets, pilot projects, transnational 
cooperation, obstacles & 
opportunities to regional planning

Nov
2023

National event: 
Lithuania + Latvia

Feb 
2024

National event: Sweden

Jul 
2024

Closing event (digital)

Presentation of results

Sept
2023

National event: Poland
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OWE and H2 in the BSR, 
transnational developments
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Interviews & co-creative
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solutions (2023/2024)
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Meta-study (2023)

OWE and H2 in the BSR, 
transnational developments

+

Interviews & co-creative
workshops on challenges and 
solutions (2023/2024)

=

Infographic roadmap to regional 
OWE & H2 (2024)

Infographic OWE & H2 roadmap
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- Metastudy:
April 2023

- Events, workshops and interviews:

Ongoing til summer 2024

- Infographic roadmap: 
Summer 2024

Timeline



Thank you!


